
Safe for the environment – profitable for the operator.
Mineral and non-oil liquids perfectly  
stored and managed.



Authorities impose regulations upon you.



ONO provides you with advantages.

Europe’s integration is leading to the standardisation of more regulations. Some of these regula-
tions relate to tank safety and will, inevitably, affect you as well. For some depot or petrol station 
operators, the investment in state-of-the-art equipment could compromise their existence. This 
can be prevented:

ONO specialises in making the inevitable investments into the tank safety. In doing so, ONO 
helps to make this expenditure more bearable, and potentially self financing by means of a more 
efficient operation, and reduced maintenance of the storage facility. ONO should be the first point 
of contact for the mineral oil groups and petrol station operators, in Eastern Europe and new EU 
member states. ONO has vast experience and competence with everything related to the storage 
of, and dealing with oil and fuels. From conception to renovation, and expansion of petrol  
stations, storage facilities and depots.



Specialists are important, experience is vital. 



Specialists are important, experience is vital. ONO combines both
In 2008 ONO was created by a team of experts in tank renovation, combining a de-
cades worth of experience in this field. A team of over 100 employees are on hand for 
guidance and advice in areas concerning petrol vapours, tanks, operating safety, and 
water utilisation and conditioning.

ONO’s portfolio includes services focused on the increased requirements for operating 
comfort and optimised accounting systems.

If specific detailed requirements arise from global goals, such as environmental pro-
tection and operating safety, ONO is there to implement them in an efficient, reliable 
manner, with the highest possible level of technical precision.



Does my petrol station have a future?



ONO has the answers.

No petrol station can comply with regulations 
that have been introduced since its construc-
tion. As such, it is always necessary to adapt 

to the current situation in order 
to secure the future. Often, an 
upgrade brings a real profit, but on 
the other hand, a certain activity 
can also pose serious questions 
to profitability. For example, if old 
tanks cannot be replaced or a con-
ventional renovation is too costly.

The DUPLO coating system offers 
an alternative which represents a 

survival opportunity for many petrol stations. It 
is cheaper by half, and prevents extensive ex-
cavation works. Furthermore, it offers a proven 

leak detection system that has already been success-
fully installed in many thousands of petrol stations.

„WEBAESTER Spezial“, is a similar method that pro-
tects large tanks in storages and refineries. There are 
extensive references available for this method too.

Both systems support the intention to not simply react 
to situations, but to play an active role in ensuring the 
customers future, and the future of the environment.



Monitoring that works and saves time.



With a guarantee!
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Leak detection is a significant part of the petrol 
station safety.

The easier it can be performed, the more effi-
cient it is. If nothing distracts or can become 
defect without control, you win time. The leak 
detection system common rail goes hand-
in-hand with this principle. It is designed for 
double walled tanks and an easy to install.

 A common rail system guides all pipes into a single 
control unit. It is completely self-sufficient, and fully 
automatic. This means safety and profitability. Where 
previously one pressure pump per tank was required, 
this plurality can now be replaced with one central 
pump – it cannot be more efficient!

Or, you‘d like to be sure that your tanks contain fuel 
and not water? Then check the water level with a fill 
level sensor. Because the exact amount of water and 
fuel in the tank can be shown here, possible seconda-
ry damage is avoided, and responsibility issues cleared 
once and for all. The magnetic sensors of the fill level 
system combine efficiency and simplicity as well as full 
temperature compensation. 

And it pays for itself easily, as with all of our products.



Energy for the future:



Not only for mineral oil products.

ONO is also the provider of extensive solutions 
for the storage and monitoring of mineral oil 
liquids in the non-oil segment.

The added value of its products secures the 
future of petrol stations and strengthens both 
small and large companies in the competition.

With ONO, you are guaranteed to be on the 
safe side, because of its understanding of all 
regulatory provisions and framework factors 

of the corresponding countries. ONO will take care of 
all approval procedures, bureaucratic efforts and the 
certifiable safe start-up.

Furthermore, ONO will keep you informed and make 
you fit for the market requirements of tomorrow: with 
user training, risk management, accident prevention 
and with a constantly growing portfolio. ONO also 
offers this know-how to the chemical, procedural or 
food industry.
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